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7
Outlook

The computation of the dielectric properties of organic semiconductors (chap-
ters 2, 4, and 5), the methodology for quantum mechanically augmented force
fields (chapter 3), and the determination of crystal structures by a combination
of theoretical and spectroscopic approaches (chapter 6) have been presented in
this thesis. In this final chapter, potential future developments of these fields
are discussed.

Going beyond fullerene derivatives and ethylene glycol side chains. In this thesis,

the computation of the dielectric constant for organic electronics applications was almost

exclusively done on fullerene derivatives with ethylene glycol side chains due to the

availability of reliable 73 experimental data and the opportunity for close experimental

collaboration. While this was a sensible starting point for developing the methodology for

the computation of the dielectric constant, it is important to note that this methodology,

as presented in chapters 4 and 5, is not limited to fullerene derivatives nor ethylene glycols,

but is applicable to any macroscopic system for which a correct force field can be obtained.

Therefore, especially with the use of the Q-Force methodology described in chapter 3,

computation of the dielectric constant can be easily expanded to other organic materials,

such as polymers or non-fullerene acceptors with side chains that differ from ethylene

glycols. One difference of non-fullerene acceptors is that they often contain extended

π-systems. As the molecular polarizability in these molecules is highly anisotropic and
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non-additive, their accurate treatment requires interacting atomic polarizabilities. This

means that induced dipoles of an atom should interact with its first and second neighbors

in a damped 234 manner, as opposed to the exclusion of these interactions.

A multi-step material screening for high dielectric constant organic electronics. In

chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, a methodology based on polarizable molecular dynamics

simulations is used for the prediction of the time and frequency dependent dielectric

constant for organic electronics. It is important to note that such an approach is compu-

tationally rather expensive and not feasible to be used on hundreds of different molecules

with the aim of screening a large number of molecules. For this goal, it is beneficial to have

a multi-step procedure where initial candidates are pre-screened with computationally

cheaper approaches to identify the promising candidates, which are then chosen for the

next and more accurate screening step(s). For this approach, suggested steps are:

1. Gas phase dipole moment distribution: It is sometimes forgotten that the dielectric

constant is dependent on the sensitivity of the dipole moment to an applied electric

field, rather than the dipole moment itself. Therefore, gas phase quantum mechan-

ical calculations to identify promising replacements for ethylene glycols should

focus on finding molecules with a large distribution of dipole moments, rather

than simply a large dipole moment. One strategy would be to explore the potential

energy surface of the molecule by means of performing either torsional scans on

the flexible torsions of the molecule, or gas phase (ab initio) molecular dynamics

simulations. In either way, the dipole moment distribution of the molecule can be

identified and compared with the relative energy of the corresponding configura-

tions in order to determine their accessibility. Clearly, accessible configurations will

decrease in the condensed phase (thus, the need for the next steps), however this

approach still provides a good first estimate of the flexibility of the molecule and its

dipole moment, which are necessary criteria for high dielectric constant materials.

2. Condensed phase “fixed-charge” molecular dynamics simulations: For the promis-

ing candidates of the first step, “fixed-charge” molecular dynamics simulations,

ideally with force fields created by the Q-Force methodology, can be used in order

to investigate the effects of the condensed phase on the flexibility of the molecule

and its dipole moment. Such an approach would also provide a first estimate for

the dipolar contribution to the dielectric constant. For the electronic contribution,

either periodic DFT calculations can be performed, or more accessibly, the elec-

tronic dielectric constant can be estimated from the Clausius-Mossotti relationship

using the gas phase polarizability of a molecule computed with quantum chem-

istry methods, and its volume in the condensed phase, which is available from the

molecular dynamics simulations.

3. Condensed phase polarizable molecular dynamics simulations: This step is de-
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scribed in chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis. For the promising candidates of the

second step, polarizable simulations can be used in order to accurately study the

time and frequency dependent dielectric constant.

• (optionally) Machine learning approaches: After obtaining enough data with the

preceding steps, machine learning approaches could be used in order to predict the

dielectric constant of molecules by using only the computationally feasible steps,

i.e. steps one and two. Gas phase polarizabilities and dipole moment distributions

from step one, together with the condensed phase flexibility of the molecule and

the approximated dipolar dielectric constant contribution from step two could

be provided in some form as the input layer for the machine learning in order to

predict accurate static dielectric constants.

Organic electronics with high electronic dielectric constants. In chapter 2 of this

thesis, it is shown that maximizing the electronic and static dielectric constants has

opposing requirements. In chapters 4 and 5, it is argued that the static dielectric con-

stant may not be relevant for all organic electronics applications. Therefore, one logical

step is to explore whether the electronic dielectric constant of organic electronics can

be further increased instead of the static one. While large π-conjugated systems and

high mass density lead to high electronic dielectric constants (as shown in chapter 2),

there exists a correlation between the electronic dielectric constant and the band gap

of the semiconductor, 32 which makes it harder to freely tune the electronic dielectric

constant. However, as one is not directly determined by the other, it is still possible to

explore maximizing the electronic dielectric constant for a given band gap. Suggested

methodologies to compute the electronic dielectric constant are: (1) coupled perturbed

Kohn-Sham approach together with the methodology described in chapter 2; (2) the use

of the Clausius-Mossotti relationship where the gas phase polarizabilities are computed

with quantum chemical methods and the volume of the molecule is obtained from a

morphology created by molecular dynamics simulations (as described in chapter 4).

The future of Q-Force. In a time when new drug-like and semiconductor materials

are synthesized almost every day, automated computational procedures, such as Q-

Force, that simplify the creation of accurate models for these novel materials become

increasingly important. While the Q-Force procedure is already applicable to various

fields of biophysics and materials science, further improvements are possible in order to

enhance its accuracy, increase the applicability, and to implement more features. In terms

of enhancing the accuracy, currently, the most important addition to the procedure would

be the treatment of 2D torsions (i.e., two consecutive torsions that are dependent on each

other) through the use of CMAP potentials, 111,145,146 as such torsions are ubiquitous in

molecules relevant to biology or materials science. In terms of increasing its applicability,

the procedure can be made compatible with additional quantum chemistry packages in
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order to make it available to a larger scientific community. In terms of additional features,

a polarizable version of the Q-Force force field, while already possible, can be further

validated before making it available for use.

Resolving crystal structure of crystallites through a combination of spectroscopic

and theoretical approaches. It was shown in chapter 6 that X-ray spectroscopy can be

used to guide molecular simulations to resolve atomic and molecular structures of crys-

tallites in polycrystalline films. The resolved unit cells were then validated by simulating

their X-ray diffraction patterns and comparing them to the experimental ones. In future

work, this kind of back-and-forth of information between spectroscopy and theory can

be taken a few steps further in order to gain deeper insight into the polycrystalline nature

of the films. For example, the size of these crystalline domains could be approximated by

comparing the peak broadening of the X-ray diffraction patterns from the measurements

to the theoretical ones where the size of the crystal domain can easily be manipulated to

fit the experimental spectra. Similarly, the mutual orientation of the crystallites can also

be approximated by comparing the relative peak intensities of the different planes in the

film to the perfectly aligned simulated unit cell.
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